FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 4, 2014
“NAFA announces partnership with the National Association of Professional Agents (NAPA) to
offer expanded benefits and services to the NAFA membership.”
Washington, DC:
The National Association for Fixed Annuities (NAFA) announces a partnership with the National
Association of Professional Agents (NAPA) in order to bring added value to its members. This will provide
the NAFA membership with access to comprehensive liability and Errors and Omissions (E&O) coverage,
as well as other benefits exclusively for NAFA agents, insurance marketing organizations (IMO’s) and
insurance carriers.
“We chose to partner with NAPA due to their expertise in tailoring E&O programs while also utilizing their
association platform to access other voluntary insurance benefits and services to help an Agent, IMO or
Carrier members provide the best affordable options to their insurance sales team. This will allow all of our
members to focus on our primary objectives of offering the marketplace the best possible annuity programs
for individual consumers while ensuring that our own insurance needs are being met for our members,” said
Kim O’Brien, NAFA President & CEO.
“We are extremely pleased to be working with NAFA. The partnership between our two Associations will
greatly benefit the Insurance Marketplace and is a true win – win for all involved,” said Scott Reid, NAPA
National Membership Director.
About NAFA
NAFA is exclusively dedicated to promoting the awareness and understanding of fixed income and deferred
annuities through the education of policymakers, journalists, consumers, and the industry about the benefits of fixed
annuities. Membership is comprised of individual insurance agents who sell and service Annuity products, as well as
the various insurance companies, insurance agencies, and IMOs that underwrite and market Annuities.
About NAPA
NAPA assists over 100,000 independent insurance professionals by providing access to a complete line of benefits and
services - including the largest insurance agent professional liability and E&O plan in the country. The association
platform is typically offered in a partnership with one of the 150+ insurance companies, insurance agencies, and
Insurance Marketing Organizations who sponsor the association.
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